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comA Board of Trustees ad-hmittee presented a preliminary report
on the issues surrounding sections
andclubsat the trustees' general meeting Saturday.
commiaee was
The trustees'
formed at the October meeting of the
Board in response to the differing
views coadministrators, faculty, and
students over the section and club
system.
In order to reach a conclusion, the
committee held about ten hours of
hearings with over 100 members of
the campus community January 16.
committee also studThe
ied a great deal of material dealing
with sections and clubs.
Jerry Footlkk, cchairperson of
the oxnmittee, presented ataatunlay's
meeting three basic points of what the
final report will entaiL
First among these points was that
national fraternities and sororities do
not have any place at the College.
The second point affirmed that sections and clubs exist on campus and
can continue to do so. Footlick noted
that the committee had no objection to
"self appellation," meaning that sec
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Atkinson to be

photo provided by NEWS SERVICES

editor
of Goliard
Professor Wright named new
editor ofAmerican Music
1993-9- 4

Professor Josephine Wright will edit the national quarterly journal
American Music in addition to her duties at the College.

EMILY B. SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor

Wooster's Publications Committee has selected John Atkinson to as-

sume the responsibilities of the
editorship of Goliard, the College's
literary magazine, for the 1993-9- 4
academic year.
Atkinson, a junior English major
from Chattanooga, Tennessee, is currency amemberc Goflsproduc-tio- n
staff. He win officially begin his
editorship in the falL
Pleased with the current running
and produakxi of Goiiarrf, Alkinaon
plans to "maintain the high level of
quality established in the past-ea- ch
year Goliardkecps getting better and
Atkinson hopes to "continue the
trend" and, in addition to using creative pieces and artwork, "actively
seek out submissions of critical writing pertaining to the arts." Atkinson
also plans to incorporate reviews of
boob and personal essays, and "just
broaden the fiel- d- IH just see what

we get"
Goliard is published annually and
is the student journal of writing and
visual art at the College.
Students interested in becoming a
member of the Goliard staff for next
year may contact Atkinson at this
time at x3140or through campus mail
1072. However, official
at
recruiting and staff placement will
take plaoc next aIL
C-B- ox

.w.w.v

SARA SUTHERLAND
Managing Editor
Professor of music and black studies Josephine Wright has been
of American
as Edi
Music, a national quarterly journal. In
history of the publicathe
tion, Wright is the first female and
editor.
American Music is published and
distributed by the University of Illinois Press in cooperation with the
Socmeck Society, an organization devoted to the study of music in America.
The magazine addresses all aspects of
music in America, including composers and performers, publishers,
events, economic and
political issues within the music
ethnic, geographicaL and historical patterns of music making, as
well as music criticism and education.
posiWright will serve a four-yetion wvhAmerican Music, from 1993
through 1997. Thejournal's editorial
office win be transferred from the
Library of Congress, where it is currently located, to the Wooster campus. A Henry Luce m foundation's
Fund for Distinguished Scholarship
grant will fund the office's operation
at the College.
As editor, Wright wfllassumeover-acontrol of die riiibsophical direc
se-lect-

tor-in-Ch-

ed

ief

ten-ye- ar

African-Americ-

an

insti-tutions,mus-

in-dus-

icaI

try,

ar

H

tion of the journal She will select
members of the publication's editorial board, appoint editors for books
and recordings reviews, and choose
and edit articles for publication. She
will also maintain records and correspondences related to the editorial
office, and she will hire Wooster students to assist her with various tasks.
Professor Wright recently edited
New Perspectives in Music: Essays in
HonorofEileenSouthern(l922). This
brought her to the attention of the

nomination committee for the
editorship of American Music. She

also edited Ignatius Sancho, an Early
AfricanComposer in England (1729-178and The Collected Edition of
His Music in Facsimile (1981), and
with Eileen Southern (professor emerita of Harvard University)
AfricanAmerican Traditions inSong,
Sermon,TaleandDance,1600s'1920.
Wright served as music consultant
for the 1991 PBS documentary The
Massachusetts 54th Regiment" and
has been a panelist and consultant for
the National Endowment for the Humanities. Wright's research on music
music,
in Europe,
and women in music has been published widely in scholarly journals,
biographical dictionaries, and encyclopedias of music
Compiled with information from
NEWSSERVICES.
0)

co-edit- ed

African-Americ-
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JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
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tions and clubs, if they choose, may
refer to themselves as local fraternities and sororities. Footlick noted,
however, that appellation would be
ultimately decided by Campus Coun-

cil

The third point of the report reaffirmed the power invested by the
Board ofTrustees in Campus Council
in 1968, when Campus Council was
created. Most of the regulation of
social responsibility and governance
matters is the responsiof
bility of Campus Council.
With this in mind, Footlick emphasized that Campus Council was the
proper campus body for addressing
most of the concerns and problems
associated with sections and clubs.
Campus Council has already taken
steps in addressing concerns with the
commitformation of its own
tee on sections and clubs. The committee expects to present its findings
to the entire Campus Council April
21.
committee
The trustees'
plans to presentadraft statement of its
conclusions for publication in the
Voice before the end of the semester.
At the general Board meeting in June,
the committee intends to present a
final report of its findings.
day-to-d- ay

ad-h-

ad-h-

oc

oc

Faculty bans double majors
in certain departments
NICOLE COWARD
Staff Writer
JUDY NICHOLS
The faculty voted at their Monday
meeting to initiate a ban on double
majors in international relations and
any of its participating departments
(economics, history, and pohtical science), and in urban studies and any of
its participating departments (economics, political science, and sociology).
Dean of Faculty Yvonne Williams
presented the recommendation and
then supported it by pointing out that
international relations and urban studies both draw on three departments.
Williams argued that to allow students to double major in international
relations and one of its participating
cepartments, or in urban studies and
one of its participating departments,
would result in extreme duplication
of courses. This, she declared, would
not be conducive to a liberal arts
education.
Professor Charles Hampton of
mathematics disagreed with the proposal, citing his ceneem of the prece- -

dent that could be established from
this type of ban.
Hampton inquired as to the probability of similar bans on double majors between otrer departments, such
as mathematics and physics. Williams repsonded that this would not
happen because iroernabonal relations
and urban studies actually draw on
other departments, while the example
Hampton gave, along with similar
ones, does not
Professor John Gates, chair of the
international relations department,
supported the proposal. MI find the
double major to be redundant and
unnecessary because in each case, in
international relations or some comparable department, it is a subfield of
each of the three departments. Consequently, this type of major seems unnecessarily redundant.
Qpposmgthe recommendation was
chair of urban studies department Eric
think it unduly limits
Moskowitz.
students," he said. The ban is ridiculous. Students can still take all the
courses that would normally constitute a double major, and mere is noth- -

1

continued on page 2,cc4.1.
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Council formed IRC focuses on poverty in Central America
I
J
J
News Editor
to improve communication
Inter-Gree- k

"Za

EUSE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
k
Council was reThe
cently approved and will abolish the
n
Council and Inter-Clu- b
Council.
The new group was designed with
hopes to promote better communication and unity between clubs and sections on campus.
Inter-Gree-

Inter-Sectio-

Junior

Lisa

Ostermueller.oneof
the proponents of
the idea, said the
original proposition
came from a conver-

sation

between

Greek Life Committee Chair Bob Rodda
and Administrative

Intern

Andy

formed to address such issues as rushing, bidding and initiation, Greek
week, public relations and educational
and social questions pertinent to the
members as Greeks and as students in
general.
Current Inter-Clu-b
Council President Jody King mentioned that "next
year will be a big transition year not
only with changes in bidding and
initiation, but abo with the formation

h

mtm
;the purpose

of

and networking"

Gardner.

co-preside- nts

ing the College can do about it
"The only difference now is that a
student who is inajoring in urban studies and takes enou political science
courses for another major won't get
rewarded on hisher transcript for the
extra work. This won't increase the
diversity of the courses the student
"Also, if they are going to institute
this kind of ban, why are they not
doing it with the other iraerdepart-mentmajors, like cultural area studies, women's studies, and black studies?"
Professor Terry Kershaw of sociology remarked, "Whiklurkjerstand
the concern that this type of double
major could reduce the liberal arts
experience, I don' t see that it's necessary, that it has to happen that way. A
student may be more limited than
ether students, but I could still see that
student getting a liberal arts spectrum."
Senior Chimie Topden, a double
major in political science and international relations, cximmented that her
majors "are related, but they can't be
considered the same thing. Topden
explained that political science involves more theory, while international relations involves disciplines
such as economics and language that
al

.

has "high expec-

tations for the
new system" and

thinks it "will
work well."
Inter-Sectio-

n

Council PresiMike
dent

HokJen feels that
IGC wiD be more
efficientbecause
it eliminates two separate meetings
between ICC and ISC HokJen added,
The faculty and trustees approved
IGC and I fed this is a step in the right
direction towards getting everyone
on the same page."
Clark commented that IGC will
increase organisation within the Greek
community while getting more people
involved from both clubs and sections.
Ostermueller is "expecting lots of
hard work" with trying to pull together the two gender groups and
"writing the IGC charter and constitution and hammering out elections."
She added that there will be lots of
change as it will be a huge year."

Restrictions placed on double
majors in Urban Studies, LR.
continued fromfront page

.

of IGC." King

the new council
is to increase
communication

Ostermueller worked on the structure
of the idea with Mike McTieman and
Lisa Clark.
Ostermueller commented The
purpose is to increase communication
and networking within the Greeks."
The structure of IGC will include
(of opposite genders), a
vice president, a secretary, a treasurer
and a representative who will serve as
a liason between IGC, the Greek Life
Qxnmincearxl Campus Courci This
last position is new, but is expected to
be an important one.
Two representatives from each club
and section will be present; most likely
the president and another representative. Subcommittees will also be

,7

require more comparison.
Topden admitted that a fulfilling
double major requirements such as
hers may be easier than some other
double majors requirements, where
little or no courses may overlap.
Senior Lydia Amerson, an urban
studies and political science double
major, remarked that working in the
two departments enrichered her experience
"Working to earn a major in these
two departments was more of a liberal are education than I would have
received ifl had only choosen lobe in
urban studies," she said, explaining
that her double major requirements
encouraged her to take political science courses in areas she would not
have otherwise studied.
Amerson pointed out that of the
fifteen senior urban studies this year,
she is theonry double major. Amerson
cites this as proof that completing a
double major with urban studies and
another department is difficult,
urban studies majors must
complete a semester of study
espe-riailysin-

ce

off-campu-s.

Amerson also remarked that her
majors overlap only as much as some
other double majors might
The ban will be instituted for ts
who have not declared a major;
it will riotaffect those cunxridyckxlble
majoring in these areas.
stu-den-

The conditions of the poor in
Central America have remained very
poor," declared Dr. Linda Rea, professor of communications at Hiram
College, who spoke Wednesday in
Babcock Main Lounge.
Her lecture, entitled "Encountering
the Poor. The Political and Economic
Situation in Central America," was
hosted by the International Relations
Colloquium.
Rea developed herlectureafter traveling to Nicaragua and El Salvador,
where she observed the effects of
monetary aid for the underdeveloped
sectors of these two countries. A
large portion of this aid comes from
the United States Agency for International Development, or USAJD.
To begin her lecture, Rea showed a
colorful slide of the Nicaraguan countryside. She then contrasted this with
several slides that depicted the poverty in Nicaragua, whose unemployment has ranged from 50 to 90 percent
in the past few years.
Rea explained that the Nicaraguan
government is fighting inflation by
significantly cutting government
health care expenditures
have been cut by 75 percent, and
education, which was previously free
for all, cannot be afforded now by the
poor.
Last year alone, Rea emphasized,
continued on page 3. col. 5
spending;
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Dr. Linda Rea, professor of communications at Hiram College,
speaks on Nicaragua and El Salvador "
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IPO Program of the Week
IPO Release
Here at the International Programs
Office, we are busy getting orientation meetings put together for all
students going overseas next semester. Look in your mailboxes for invi-

tations

they'll be arriving soon.

Sessions are designed to be culture
and country specific, so your date of
orientation will depend on where
you're going.. Orientations will be

Corrections
In the April 2 issue of The
Woosier Voice, the front page photo
was incorrectly identified as Haki
R. Madhubuti. The actual speaker
was Amirir Baraka.
In addition, the front page headline dealing with the OATs and
Peanuts was incorrect The Judicial Board cannot lift sanctions
from sections and clubs. The jurisdiction lies under the Greek Life
Committee. The Voice apologizes
for any inconveniences these mistakes may have caused.

taking place on Monday and
Wednesday, April 12th and 14th, as
well as the following Monday and
Wednesday, April 19th and 21st,
For those students who have not
planned to study abroad next semester, now is the perfect time to look into
foreign study for the Spring semester
of '94. Come see us at the International Programs Office in Hinder
House and get a head start on your
travel and study plans.
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Program housing announced
CHRIS HANSON

Staff Writer
The Office of Housing and Residential Life released the official list of
Volunteer Program Houses for
4
yesterday, with several changes
and two new programs. Green House
and Circle of friends are the two
newest additions to the list, while
many current programs remain on the
1993-199-

list

maintenance and park upkeep.
Green House will also plan workshops for various student organizations who express an interest in the
presentations.
The group's advisor will be Madonna Hettinger, with Dan Jacobs
and Matt Ziegkr acting as contact
persons for the group.
Circle of Friends will be located in
Gable House, and will work with
and Wayne County
Alcoholism Services.
The group will provide a companionship program for junior high and
high school students, with monthly
meetings planned with the students at
Gable House.
Susan Russell will act as the group's
advisor. The contact persons for the
group are Cecily Fluke and Allison
Brown.
Continuing housing programs are '
Al-Ano- n,

Ala-Tee- n,

Green House, which will be placed
in Westminster House, will stress
environmentalism and environmental education.
The program will continue the volunteer recycling program at the College and expand it to include education on reuse of products.
Particpants in the program will also
assist the Wooster Parks Division in
the city's 13 parks, focusing on trail

EASTER A'

as follows: American Lung Association in Iceman House, Apple Creek
Developmental Center Program in
Kennedy Apartments A & B, Beall
Elementary Tutor Program inShearer

House, Big Brother Program in
Culbertson House, Big Sister Program in Johnson House, Boy's Village in Scot Cottage, Dene House in
Kieffer House, Dream House (Interracial Program) in Lewis House, Every Woman's House in Reed House,
Harambee in Kate House, Ida Sue
Nick Amster in Moyner House, Images in Myers House, International
Fine Arts (LUSO) in Troyer House,
Literacy in Action in Yost House,
Sexual Awareness in Kennedy Apartment C, Teen Mom Companion in
Bryan House, Ujama in Avery House,
Veterans of Hill top Villa in Bontrager

Council sets 'Subcontinent
Week' back
schedule

with new name

JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor

To complete its business for this
year, Campus Council has a full
agenda that includes presentations
from several

of its committees.

Wednesday the budget committee
plans to submit to Council its proposal for funding of student organizations.
On April 21, the judicial committee will present revisions to portions
of the speech code contained in the
Scot's Key.
comAlso on April 2 1 , the
mittee on sections and clubs plans to
ad-h-

oc

present its recommendations to
Campus Council for a vote.
Council meetings, held each
Wednesday at 4 pan. in Scovel 100,
are open to all campus members.

House, and Wooster Community
Youth Center in Calcei House.

Spring makes it Wooster's way

O Good Friday Service 12 noon-12;3- 0

pan,

McGaw Chapel
O Good Friday The Tennebrae: A Service of Shadows
7:30 port.
McGaw Chapel
O Easter Sunday The Festival of the ResurrectSor ,
8 am McGaw Chapel roof
10:45 3Jtu McGaw Chapel
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speaker in Wishart and conclude with
the annual Wooster in India dinner
Sunday, April 18.
During the week there will be a
number of scheduled events representing the Querent countries in South
Asia. Among the activities is a free
movie in the Underground Tuesday,
a series of
and rituals in
Lowry Pit Wednesday from 11 ajn.
fashion
to 4 p.m., the
show Friday, an evening of songs and
music Saturday, and the famous dinner in Mackey Hall on Sunday.
All events are at 7:00 p.m., except
Wednesday's activities and the dinner for which there will be two seat-inat 5: 15 and 6:30. Tickets for
the dinner will be available at the
front desk, as well as from committee
members.
To celebrate the festivities,
representing this annual event will
also be sold.
committee, adThe South-Asi- a
vised by Dr. Gordon ShuU and
by UdayaThomas and Amna
Ahsanuddin, has eight other members who have been planning and
working on these events since last
semester.
mini-class-

es

ever-popul-

ar

.

t-sh-

irts

co-chair-
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS OF STUDENTS
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Poverty-stricke- n

PRESENTS:

nations subjects
of discussion

THE PAWPRINTS
ENVIRONMENTAL,

continuedfrom page 2

ROADSHOW
A CELEBRATION OF WILDERNESS
FEATURING
ORIGINAL ECOACOUSTIC MUSIC

South Asia week, better known on

campus as 'Indian Subcontinent
week, will begin Monday with a
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Special to the Voice
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CASEY NEILL & KATYA CHOROVER

The Wooster Voice
Join 7A Wooster Voicel Applications are now being
accepted for the 1993-9- 4 staff.
Positions available include Assistant Editor, Managing
Editor, Business Manager, Advertising Manager, Circulation Manager, Computer Manager, Production Manager,
Chief Staff Writer. News Editor. Feature Editor, Arts and
Entertainment Editor, Sports writers, Photo Editor, Chief
Photographer, Cartoonists, Columnists, uopy naitors ana
Staff writers.
Assistants and staffs for many of the positions listed above
are available. Other positions will also be considered.
Please submit cover letter and resume" to Judy Nichols at
by Friday, April 1 6. Any questions should be referred
to Judy Nichols at extension 3862.
C-23-

The time, the date, & the place.....

6:30 - 8:30 pm, FRIDAY April 9th in LOWRY PIT
PUBLIC INVITED!
.
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theUiutedStatesgaveNicaragua$700
million in aid. The majority of this
aid, however, does not reach the poor,
as evidenced by the fact that Nicara-gua- n
growth per year amounts to only
.04 percent
Rea also noted, though, signs of
improvement in the country; one example that she showed was slides of a
successful housing project
Next, Rea commented upon conditions in El Salvador, where a similar
state of poverty exists. She focused
war, in
upon the effects of a
which 80,000 died and the country
was set back 25 years economically.
Rea cited statistics similar to those
in Nicaragua: ninety percent of the
Salvadoran population is below the
poverty line, and sixty percent is illiterate.
To illustrate these points, Rea
showed several slides of housing
projects that were not as successful as
the one shown before.
Rea concluded her lecture by de
claring that aid, such as that from
USAID, has not significantly benefited the poor in Central American
countries. Considering, then, the large
amounts of aid given to these
that often it appears
as if such aid must only benefit the
rich of underdeveloped countries.
12-ye-

ar

coun-tries,Reaasse-

rted

Wooster alumnus earns
star on Walk of Fame
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
The next time you are in Hollywood, make it a point to step on a
Wooster alumnus.
Robert W. Morgan, class of '59.

was honored with a star on

Hollywood's Walk of Fame yesterday.
Morgan, from Gabon, is the
g
radio personality
in Los Angeles radio. He hosted
several internationally syndicated
radio programs, including The
Robert W. Morgan Special of the
Week, Record Report with Rob
longest-runnin-

ert W. Morgan" and NBC

Monitor's "Superjocks." He has
also hosted many network television series, including ABCs "In
Concert," NBCs Tielkn Reddy
Show" and Paramount "rV'sSoiid
Gold."
He is currently heard weekdays
101FM. Morgan
on
was one of 26 entertainers chosen
from more than 200 nominees to
receive a star this year. Morgan's
star will be permanently installed
one block east of Mann's Chinese
Theater in the heart of Hollywood.
Information compiled with the
assistance of Sews Services.
K-EAR-

TH

Feel the Rhythm

v

photo by TAXO PLAlii

la celebration of Africa Week, the Tool West Dance out of Col ambus performed a traditional African dance in Lowry.

The Publications Committee will be holding its
spring Open Forum on
Tuesday, April 12
at 5 p.m.
in the Lowry
with questions, comments or complaints about
The Voice or Goliard should plan to attend this event.
Pit-Stude-

nts

Working behind the scenes at Wooster
News Services Payday: Who is responsible
has the scoop for paying students?
of a two week period, she said, there
was a payroll of $55,943 (and six

LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor

ALANDENIRO
Staff Writer

Many students may have noticed
something strange in their hometown
newspapers stories about their activities at Wooster and perhaps even
their picture. No, hometown papers
don't send reporters to cover the
at Wooster and these articles do
riot suddenly appear in the papers out
of the blue.
There is a great deal of work that
goes into producing each of these
storiesand the credit goes to Woostcrs
Office of News Services.
Located in the basement of Scovel
Hall, News Services is "an integral
part of a comprehensive public relations program designed to increase
awareness of Wooster as an independent liberal arts institution of national

Payday it is a day mat is on the
mind of anyone who holds a job. The
date on the calendar circled in red ink,
and waited for, patiently or not so
patiently, for the paycheck to arrive.
At Wooster, it is no different. Every other Thusday is looked upon
with anticipation by a great number of
students. However, one might wonder who handles the paychecks in
the first place?
One might take for granted the factty
that there is much "behind the scenes-activifor paying students for work
done on campus. So who is behind all
of mis?
The Student Employment Office,
of course. What may surprise people
about this branch of the college ad-

consequence," according to the
office's brochure. News Services operates with a combination of 20 student employees and four staff mem-

ministration, based in Ackerman

stu-de- nts

cents, for detail's sake). Over 900

House across from Kittredge Hall, is
that it is staffed totally by students.
Wooster is one of about two to three
bers.
percent of all colleges and universities in the country that use a similar
"News Services is an important
component of any college and system.
Wooster is better than any operation I
It may be startling to realize that
am familiar with in producing hc!rrfe j Jhtre are apprd imaielr i 0& su
thVcoilege,YIatge
town releases about its studems,'saia 1 dents employed
Jeff Harma, Director of College Relanumber considerin g that there are less
tions, who oversees the operations of than 1 ,800 students in attendance here.
News Services.
There are roughly seventy departments within the campus, and about
Serving the campus
500 separate positions within those
Writing hometown stories is only departments,'' explained senior Nicole
one of the numerous functions that Krantz, manager of the Student Employment Office.
News Services coordinates. The ofThe actual numbers may seem relafice serves the campus in a number of
tively large to those who are not faother ways. Whether it's publicizing
miliar with the overall scheme of ema professor who recently completed
significant research, an athlete who ployment on campus. As an example
broke a school record, or musical and
theatrical events at the college, News
Office of Sports Information is reServices works to promote a positive
sponsible for publicizing all aspects
image for Wooster.
The office attempts to keep abreast ofWooster sports. This includes gathof all campus activities which, the ering, ccmpilmg arid mam taining statistics, preparing media guides and
staff claims, is no easy task. Its underprograms for every home sporting
lying mission is lo enhance and support the reputation of the college on a event These activities are in addition
to recruiting materials whkh are used
local, regional and national level.
"We write stories about people at by the various teams.
Sports Information Director John
the coflege," staff writer Julia Hodson
Finn said that the best part of working
said. "Readers want to read stories
in the offices is the contact with the
about people, not institutions.''
athletes.
While the traditional news release
"I enjoy sharing in the excitement
is still one of the main elements of the
program, the office is involved in of their accomplishments and making
those achievements known,' Finn
producing many publications for the
said.
college. These include Wooster ReThe only aspect of his job that Finn
Magazine,
and
Alumni
Wooster
ports,
dislikes are the long hours. He works
newsUnder the Arch, a
close to 70 hours a week, including 20
letter, among others.
hour weekends.
Hodson also noted that the office
There are always sporting events
has some practical aspects. A good
on the weekends." Finn xaid.You
portion of the work we do is informnever have a weekend off work.'
ing people in the area of certain campus events, which include lectures,
Say cheese!
concerts and other special programs,"
The office also off photographic
Hodson said.
services for the campus.This includes
admissions photos, passport pictures,
Sports in the news
sports photos, and photograrjhing variAnother significant area in which
the office relays information to the ous other events, such as shooting the
Ohio Light Opera in the summer.
campus is in Wooster sports. The
bi-mont- hly

m

umecards in that time period are sorted,
checked for validity, and then used to
send approximately 703 checks to
students every other week. Not a
small amount of paperwork.
Another characteristic of the employment dernographics in Wooster
is the relatively large amount of ts
who have jobs as a part of their
Work-Stud- y
program. Of the students who hold on campus jobs, over
sixty percent of the positions were
obtained as part of their scholarship
package. This applies to the Student
Employment Office as well; all employees there must be on the Work-Stud- y
program.
Student Employment is also the
place to go to find a job; since, after
all, getting pay to people is only half
of the story. It provides information to
interested students, offers referrals,
sets up interviews, and generally acts
as a liason between the college department hiring and the individual
student.
The system that Wooster uses with
stu-den-

Sfcsdcnutaffederorfonentffce
avervedLme-studemllan-

d

,

it:

looks to continue in the years to come.

As for other colleges and universities
across thecountry, Krantz said it would
not be a huge difficulty to have a
similar system in providing jobs and
paychecks for its students.
So as every other Thursday rolls
around and you open that envelope
with the check inside, as a reward for
hard work and effort, realize that get
ting that into your hands had a lot of
help behind it
College Photographer Matt Dilyard
said that of all the subjects he shoots,
he enjoys capturing the action and
movement in sports.
Dilyard said he hates taking pic
tures of graduation. Alter talcing pic
tures of people for four years, I get to
know a lot of the graduating class
quite well," he said. "I hate to take
pictures of them leaving.
TechnokMry has its impact
News services has changed over
the years. Lois Hauser. in her ZZnd
year as Publications Coordinator for
News Services, said that new technology has been the most important de
velopment.
"With the addition of computers.
we are doing five femes the work we
were able to do before,' Hauser said.
From sport briefs to hometown re
leases about senior L5 News ser
vices is perhaps one of Wooster's
lareest support stalls.
While Harma said that the nature of
News Services is both "pressurized
and frustrating, what is important is

being resourceful and consistent
These are two qualities, Harma
con-foids,thatareexceptkatWo-

OSice of News Services.

oser's
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Bailey, '91, survives accident
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
Rich Bailey was at Happy Hour at
The Underground last Friday, a beer
in one hand and a cane in the other.
Bailey,

a

1991 graduate, handed his

beer over to listeners as he pulled out
a wad of pictures from his back pocket
and talked about life in Fiji and
near-dea- th

experience in New Zealand.
Bailey was greeted by surprised
students at the Underground; he was
supposed to be in Fiji with the Peace
Corps. He explained that his need for
a cane was a result of a leg injury he
incurred during a vacation in New
Zealand ona sled ride that almost cost
him his life. The pictures were of the.
rescue squads which lifted him out of
a 35 foot hole, where the sled deposited him, leaving him trapped and
injured.
Bailey and two other victims waited
in the hole for two hours with freezing
water cascading continuously upon
diem, unable to move. Bailey's body
temperature dropped to 91 degrees,
causing a mild case of hypothermia.
The fall also resulted in a ruptured
aorta, a collapsed lung, and a broken
leg, said Bailey.
His condition was better than oth

,

ers, however. One woman died of
head injuries in ahospital shortly later.
Even more tragic was the fact that the
woman's fiance was also with the
group and witnessed his bride-to-b- e
fall over the cliff. Rather than taking
his finance back to England to be wed,
he returned with her body to bury.
As a result of the accident. Bailey
became "medically separated" from
the Peace Corps. He is currently receiving physical therapy and attending linguistic classes at home, in
Beaveratek, Ohio.
Bailey said he was disappointed to
leave Fiji. He joined the Peace Corps
in October of 1991,because he wanted
to "procrastinate from getting a job...
and live overseas." Bailey was assigned to Fiji, joining the group of
approximately 100 Peace Corps volunteers who work there each year.
Fiji is a group of 300 islands, together
about the size of Rhode Island, reported Bailey. With a degree in Physics from Wooster, Bailey taught Math
and Physics to 11th and 12th grade
Fijian students.
Before he began teaching. Bailey
training
went through a
period which he said taught "culture,
language and teaching." He was in
the group of teachers who learned the
two-mont-

h

Spend the summer in GREECE and TURKEY
with WOOSTER IN GREECE
June

Fijian language, noting that halfof the
volunteers learned Hindi instead. Because the islands are "not racially
harmonious," the two predominant
racial groups, Fijians and Indians,
attend school separately, said Bailey.
Bailey lived in aMsmall,
wooden house with running cold
water."Thebathroom,he added, "was
outside. Essentially, I had an outhouse." With only one TV station on
the islands, for which he could not get
reception, Bailey said he spent a lot of
time readmg... and drinking beer. He
also said he played rugby often. Asa
former Wooster rugby player. Bailey
was pleased to find the sport very
popular there.
Bailey does not intend to let his
accident end his experience with the
Peace Corps. Annoyed at the halt to
his Fijian experience, he is already
preparing for another Peace Corps
journey overseas. Bailey plans to
enteraTESL graduate program, which
will qualify him to teach English as a
second language. He hopes to use this
degree to teach in Russia next
Perhaps Bailey will visit Wooster
again with tales and pictures of
Russia. And perhaps those photos
will represent nothing but pleasant
memories
two-roo-

19

to August 1,1993

e
program of study and travel. Includes visits to
major archaeological sites, monuments and museums
throughout Greece and Turkey: Athens, Crete and the
Greek Islands, Olympia, Delphi, Mycenae, Istanbul
On-sit-

m

Two courses for credit:
THE MONUMENTS AND HISTORY OF GREECE
THE CULTURE OF ANCIENT AND BYZANTINE GREECE

See Professor Thomas Falkner
Dept. of Classical Studies
Kauke 208, ext 2320
APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 15, 1993

Hair in your eyes?
Come get it cut 'at

DICK STUIX'S
HAM CULNIC

a major in ... ?
CulturalArea Studies

Wfoate&oyou

do-iwit-h

JEREMIAH JENNE
Staff Writer

"One of the best kept secrets on campus," says Dr.
David Gedalecia, professor of history , is thatjthisis
one of the most flexible majors offered."
Department chairperson Carolyn Durham agrees.
"It is a truly interdisciplinary major," Durham said.
"When you major in Cultural Area Studies you have
to learn thephuosopny,
you are
region
customs and culture of
stadvinff "
CAS majors often go into government service,
business or government consulting work, and education. The key to CAS is flexibility. There is flexibility
now in that a CAS student is not tied down to one
plan of study.
department or a pre-sAnd there is flexibility once a Cultural Area Studies
major graduates. CAS majors can apply to many
et

THE OATS

&

different types of graduate schools without having to
look for a simple continuation of their undergraduate
coursework.
"CAS majors have gone on to law school, business
school, and most other types of graduate programs,"
Gedalecia said.
Senior CAS major Karen Rhoad became involved in
the program because she was interested in language
and different cultures.
"The program lets you have the freedom to combine
different areas and design something that's very personal," Rhoad said.
One of the problems with finding out what CAS
majors have done after graduation is that they go to so
many different places that it is hard to keep track. . .
which should tell you what a major in CAS can do.
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CRANDELL HOUSE

proudly present

Saturday, April 17th o Becks Family Campground

8375 Friendsville Road, Wooster, Ohio
Proper I.D. Required
Featuring: 3 Funky Live Bands
and much more o Free Camping
Transportation pick up at corner of Pearl and College
$1 0.00 in

advance

For recycling purposes please bring your own cup

$1 2.00 day of event
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and women's hair
- Appointments or walk-in- s
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389 W IJBERTY (next to AAA)
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A true test of leadership
U.S.,Russiacouldform new bond
Administration is making a great effort to ensure that the money is
directed specifically towards helping Russian
citizens in the present crisis as well as in the future.

President Bill Clinton's
parting words to Boris Yetsin

following the Vancouver
Summit meeting were "win,

win."

Although

the

President's words were meant
as encouragement for Yetsm 's
April 25 referendum, they also
For example, $700
reflect the "win, win" possimillion is geared towards
bilities for the United States
restoring Russia's access
and Russia if the two nations liTi3iri:AVi
to U.S. agriculture, $60
are able to form anew demoColumnist
million is for the conver
cratic partnership." Despite
sion of government inwhat many political, military
and economic analysts consider to be dustries to private cwnership, $150
a truly synergistic relationship, both million will go to private investment
guarantees, and $215 million is proClinton and Yeltsin face severe oppoposed for nuclear weapons dismansition at home to their reform propostling. This is an investment in the
als.
Russian people, not Russian politiRussia has had its share of "reformcians.
ers" but Yeltsin is the first to introDespite what many analysts claim
duce sweeping democratic reforms.
For many Russian people, his policies is a wise and necessary investment in
have moved too fast and have come at Russia, nearly 80 of Americans are
too great a cost Others consider him opposed to the $1.6 billion aid package. The Clinton Administration is
too slow, and are calling for more
facing opposition from the public and
dramatic changes.
Yeltsin's biggest battle is not with both houses of Congress.
And despite a Republican filibusthe people however.but with the Congress otPeople's Deputies which came ter over his economic proposal,
within 72 votes of ousting him last Clinton is rnoving ahead with bis commitment to Yeltsin and Russia. He is
month. This brutal power struggle
showing his willingness to pursue a
Yeltsin
between the
and the hostile Russian Congress has foreign policy agenda which, although
it is not popular, is in both nations'
resulted in the April 25 referendum
best interests. These are the difficult
which will determine his fate.
Yeltsin is perhaps overstating his decisions which he was elected to
case by threatening that if he is not make, and I commend his willingness
reelected there wiU be "a blow to to do the unpopular but necessary. In
(fernoaacy and rolling back to the this case, he is showing true leadership.
past, returning to the Communist
Dwight D. Eisenhower once stated
yoke." in Russia. There are few hardthat "leadership is the ability to decide
liners calling for a return to Stalinism.
But Yeltsin appears to be the best what is to be done and then get others
hope for oemocracy , economic growth to want to do it." Iwcuklgofurtherto
and military disarmament A stable add that true kadership is the conviction to do what is right even ifothers
Russia is dependant upon stabilizing
don't want to do it The challenges
Yeltsin.
facing the United States and Russia
Critics of the proposed aid package
demand this type of leadership, and as
argue that it is centered on helping
the Vancouver Summit illustrates,
Yeltsin more than helping the Russian people. Unlike previous aid to there is great potential fora"win win"
Russia and othercountries, the Clinton relationship.

rlMr"
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Murphy was wrong
Dan was right
Think back to last fall
Remember all those jokes
about family values? Remember how the media received its laughs from lam-

basting

Vice-Preside- nt

Quayle for his comments

about Murphy Brown?
Well, over the past week I
came across three items

The quotes in the article,
however, really oernonstratje
the point In discussing sex
education in schools, a father of a gang member said,
."We Deed loJook at what
kind of values we are communicating to our kids... We
..11
have some real problems
here, and promiscuity is one
of them. For too long, we've
accepted that that's the way
Columnist
it is. Well, that kind of resignation sends a message to
kids that nothing's wrong with it."
One of the gang members commented, "They schools pass out
condoms, teach sex education and
and pregnancy-that- ..
pregnancy-thi- s
But they don't teach us any rules."
Here we see another case of liberal
school administrators declaring that
kids are going to have sex, so let's
give them condoms to be safe. This
only advocates sex. It also leads to the
behavior seen with these gangs. Do
administrators claim that kids are just
going to do drugs no matter what, so
let's give them clean needles? No,
much is done to scare the hell out of
them about drugs. Why not express
'
the dangers of sex, or maybe promote
abstinence. Speaking of abstinence...
Exhibit C: Ajudge in Shreveport,

Onj

I

the
Vigfit
x,

which, indeed, give Dan
Quayle the last laugh.

Exhibit A:

. . .

Barbara

Dafoe Whitehead's cover
story in the April issue olThe Atlantic
Monthly deburks every assumption
and claim made in defense of single-parefamilies. Shecited numerous,
recent studies that find that it is esseng
tial toa child's
to have two
biological parents. Even though many
in academia and Hollywood promote
the "alternative lifestyle" of single
parenting. Whitehead claimed that
due to the evidence "it becomes increasingly difficult to sustain the
proposition mat all family structures
produce equally good outcomes for
children." To briefly illustrate the

nt

well-bein-

argument, among white families,
daughters of single parents are"l 1 1
more likely to have children as teenagers, 164 more likely to have a
premarital birth, and 92 more likely
to dissolve their own marriage." I
would suggest this article toeveryone
and would especially recommend it
as an excellent article for professors
seminar to present to
of first-year

students as a modern portrait of
Arnerican culture.
Exhibit B: I could not believe I
found an article reeking of family
values on the front page of The New
York runes. But, I did. In the March
30 issuejane Gross wrote about gangs
being fcrrned in suburban California.
Its members award points to each
other for the number of girls they
have sex with. Some of the members
have racked up 60 to 70 points. Unfortunately, some of these points have
girls.
been scored with 10 year-ol- d

LAruledagainstteachmgabstinence
as part of sex education classes for
high school students. The judge
claimed that abstinence is a religiously-based
virtue. Therefore, if

taught in public schools, abstinence
education breaches the separation of
church and state. You have to be
kidding me, you just have to be kidding me. We can take a lesson from
this, though. If schools have finally
been banned from teaching virtues to
our children, maybe parents will reclaim this role.
So here we have three cases which
I find to exemplify what the
was exalting arxxitccern-in- g
Vice-Preside-

our society's values.

nt

Sorry

Murphy, you're wrong. Dan is right.
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Speak your mind

With the end of the semester imminent, how will you spend the rest of the year?
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SAK1A rfct-Sophomore

BABERKHAN
First-ye-ar

"Graduate with a degree, eventu- aUy. is my first priority. To have a
blast while you can, and to not get
sucked into anything beyond my
comprehension-

.-

N.

"Make my GP.A. rise, and
achieve personal goals thai have
been difficult for me. To get in
touch with myself more, and to
work on relations with students on

SGfVurticIe was full of inaccuracies
In reference to last week's article,

-- The Dark Ages invade Wooster," I

would like to set a few records straight
I agree with Mr. (Drew) Nicholson,
that the Society for Creative Anachronism is a
situation, but it is also much
more.
The Society is dedicated to reproducing the chivalrous romance of the
middle ages. We are also devoted to
accurate historical research. Lord
MacBaine neglected to mention that
we award craftsmanship in medieval
skills as highly as we do the person
who can bash swords the best.
As for personae, the Society
the word,"Archronism with
such decorum as "Creative,'' but we
try to avoid the realm of the fantastic.
n"

role-playi-

ng

ad-dres- ses

If Lord MacBaine

told me,

Gwendolyn the Graceful, that he was
a "time traveler," I would probably
denounce him as a heathen and a
devil. Pageantry and schtkk is what
attracts many to the SCA, but it is not
what makes it work. Only through
careful, painstaking dedication to research does tte Society find its unique

..

blend of the historical and romantic.
I write this in answer to the many
inaccuracies which Mr.Nicholson represented to the college, but also to
issue a rebuttal to comments I have
heard since. The Society is not meant
to be 100 accurate, but the majority
of people in the SCA are not kidding
themselves, either. Noone takes what
we do for real; if they do, they are soon
corrected for it Yes, it is a game. No,
it is not history. We try to inject as
much history as can comfortably be
accomodated. On the other hand, if it
weren't fun, we'd all go back to real
life. In the SCA, some of us find a way
to put historical interests to use, and to
lay aside the doldrums for a weekend.
A final comment about the safety of
fighting in the SCA: On the College
of Wooster campus, the SCA has had
less injuries than the golf team. Given
the choice between a helmet and a
bungie cord, give me the helm any
day.
"Gwendolyn the Graceful"
LEEHH-LMA-

N

Senior

drugs, a lack of
lives
Constitutional rights: Boo-bo- o

All the

RICH DAVIS
Junior
"I'd like to work toward better
relations between students on this
campus."

"

"

campus.

ILetters
"high-immersio-

LISAVASDASZ
Senior
"Getting into schools for next year.
Getting into The Voice and
enjoying myself after I.S."

'i V"

JENNIFER SMITH
Senior
"Spend time with close friends,
reminisce about old times, and, of
course, graduate!"

pus?
Everywhere I go I see drugs, drugs,
and more drugs. But they are all at a
significantly higher market price than
anywhere else. I have a feeling that
President Henry Copeland is behind
this and so I mink he should be publicly executed. . .
No, rm just kidding actually I am

rnostpeavedatthelackofairykindof
guarantee as to, our Constitutional

riirhtc m fhi caffimis. Freedom of
Speech has been abrogated so that we
1

1

(ulr

.

r.na

dom of assocation? Just how much
control over Greeks does the College
need? Freedom of Press? Not when
the school newspaper devotesawhole
column last Fall to a mawkish eulogy
for Jheeditor'sdead grandfather. Help!
Tm drowning in sea of futility!
JAMES PARRY
First-yestudent

...

i

ar

The College of Wooster
prides itself on the diverse
nature of its student body.
One need only walk across
campus to make note of the
wide variety of races and
ethnicities which the College has attracted. Look a
hole deeper, and the numer-

Hi

where, at last night's dinner, pasta, rolls, and a
quiche with a leavened
crust were served. Oh
yeah, and brownies for

dessert

ous religious and educa-

tional backgrounds of the
students become evident
Despite this, however, I
feel that the College's com
mitment to furthering diversity is little
more than ovenised admissions rhetoric I have noted two examples, in the
last week alone, of places where the
rhetoric and action have not been
compatible.
This week is Passover, the celebration of the Jews' salvation from enslavement by the Egyptian pharoah
many thousands of years ago. Aspart
of the traditional celebration, Jewish
law requires its followers to eat only
unleavened bread.
In modem language, this means
that Jewish students who attempt to
observe Passover cannot eat bread,
I

Editor-in-chi- ef

type of leavening in it
I commend the Jewish Students
Association for holding its Model
Seder on Wednesday night at The
Wooster Inn. Of course, if I, as a
Jewish student, wanted to participate
in mis traditional celebration, I would
have rtad to pay five dollars. And, the
seder is held on only one night of the
eight night celebration.
But back on the main campus, if I
want to celebrate Passover, I
cannot do it m the dining halls.

cer-jain-ry

understand correctly, this
annual event is intended to
foster an awareness and
appreciation of the diverse
The College of Wooster

nature of
campus.
But at the risk of becoming involved in a semantic debate, I feel the
need to point out
that the acu vines
of the conference

appeared to be
geared solely toward promoting
diversity on
campus. At the
very least, I think
that this was the

general perception of students.
The conference
did not seem to
create an atmosphere of aware-

ness about the

ness

of the great contributions of

Africa-

students on this campus and individuals in society. Certainly I do. But I also believe that
students, international students, and, yes, even
students all contribAmerican
ute to the diversity of which the College is so proud. As students at an
institution like Wooster, at the very
least we ought all be able to acknowledge that everyone can and should be
an active part of the intellectual environment on campus.
Events like Passover are very important to the group which is represented by the holiday, as the Diversity
Conference has come to be important
to African-Ame- ri
j
n-American

Asian-Americ- an

European--

A second example: Last

weekend marked the
College's fifth annual Diversity Conference. If I

but also cannot eat pasta, cake,
cookies. Jn short, anything with any

high-price- d

What the neH is up wim this cam-

Less talk, more action needed to
further College's goals of diversity

-

"At the very least we

ought all be able to
acknowledge that
everyone can and
should be an active
part of the
intellectual
environment on

campus"

great and positive
differences that are apparent among
the international students, the Jewish
students, the Muslim students indeed, every student on this campus,
but rather had at its core, and in its
keynote address, black culture.
And that is not to say that I do not
believe in the need to foster an aware- -

can students on

campus. But either the name, or
the content of the
conference needs

to be changed.
Because as it

stands right now,

diversity seems
only to include the

positive differ-

ences and contributions of one
group rather than
several.

Diversity

on

campus will only
be served, not hindered or belittled, by acknowledging
the needs and contributions of a greater
number of students. Thinking on
diversity must be expanded to include students from more and differed rjackgrounds and experiences than
are currently at the heart of this
discourse on diversity., . . . ,
.

cam-.pu- s!
.
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Latest find out of Athens to perform Wright's
farewell
at the Underground Saturday
concert

SHAWN PERRY

Friday, April 9
Happy Hoar in the Under
p.m.
ground! 5 pjn.-6:4- 5
Video Night, The Underground,
Recall
50: 8 pjn.-TotRed Pin Special in Scot Lanes!
9 p.m.-1- 1 p.m.
Saturday, April 10
7:30, 10:00, & midnight,
Maieer.SlFibn: Animal House
This outrageous comedy is set at
Fabex College. A hilarious adventure of the rowdy Delta fraternity and Bhito Blutarsky.
Band: The Dashboard Say-io- n
Rock V roll with a Southern feel! 1 0 p.m.-- 2 a.m.. The Underground, 75$
Sunday, April 11
HAPPY EASTER!
7:30 pjn Mateer, FREE
Classic Film: A Geisha
Monday, April 12
Ultimate Frisbee Tourney
Regjstratkm begins! Register
in Scot Lanes!
Wednesday, April 14
Comedy Dinner Club Featuring AJ.Jamal! 6:30 p.m.. The
Underground, tickets at Lowry
front desk, $2.

They have been hailed as the "undisputed leaders.
for the title of
Kings of Southern Rock" by the
CMJ New Music Report, and Rolling Stone has described their style as

..

al

TM

MEN

j

INSIDE

THE

M-O.-

Pur 6A5

'Jf

Athens, the band discovered an immediate chemistry forming in the
style of their songwriting and musicianship.
While making their rounds in the
Athens area attempting to get noticed, they found themselves immersed in what McBride refers to as
the "RJE.M. backlash."
"There was a period when everybody wanted to be either RJLM. or
totally not R.M. They had real
chips on their shoulders."
Unlike many

A & E Editor

consisting of

"Southern-styl- e

storytelling at its very best." They
are known as The Dashboard Saviors and they will be performing at
the Underground tomorrow night
from 10pjn.to2ajn. Admission is
75 with a col- lege LD.

"It's earnest,

The Saviors,
who hail from

s)

"wanna-be's- "

el-

however,

none other than

RJLM. bassist

Gear Daddies and
Allman Brothers
fans alike"

are com-

prised of vocalist and guitarist
Todd McBride.

the

Saviors recorded
a demo tape with

evating music that
could appeal to

Athens, Georgia
(yes, the same
breeding ground
asRJLM.andthe
B-52-

of

these RJE.M.

Peter Buck, who
also lent his production taknts to
their recording.
After landing a

guitarist Michael Gibson,bassistand , contract with the Medium. jCpoL
vocalist Rob Veal and drummerJohn Records label based out of MinneCrist. Formed in the summer of apolis, Minnesota (yet another hot1988 in the wake of late night jam bed of musical activity), the Saviors
sessions in the affectionately coined recorded Kitty, a collection of songs
.

"Nasty Castle" on the outskirts of

F0Rff?ES5

d-

T

RACH

A

featuring their down-hom- e

eA0i.Y I

5 CcNcmsion!

w SU g PRISE .

uWHti

country

TihW!
vT

g
abilflavor and unique
ity of every day life m the rural South.
The album, also produced by B uck
and featuring guests such as Mike
Mills and Vic Chestnut, received
kudos from the alternative music
nation, tired of the repetition of Seattle grunge bands which had pervaded the music scene.
As reviewed in the Athens Flagpole, "With Buck at the production
helm that sort of 'Athens air' invades the syrupy, thick, sticky country overtones mixed with acoustic-electrfolk elements. . in league
with The Kentucky Headhunters and
Alabama."
At the same time, "It's earnest,
elevating music that could appeal to
Gear Daddies and Allman Brothers
fans alike," according to the Twin
Cities Reader.
They are currently at work on a
new album (working title, SuueLine
Rat), featuring a whole new batch of
tunes accounting rural life in the
South. "Acclearemadejjp.bui.
4
'
there's at least a kernel "of trufti in
them," says McBride. "I find myself
having to explain to my friends a lot.
All my friends talk in poetry. I can't
help it if I'm listening."
story-tellin-

ic
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The College of Wooster Gospel
Choir will perform its annual spring
concert on Saturday, April 10, at
8:15 p.m. in McGaw ChapeL The
concert will be the group's final ap-

pearance under director Willie
Wright Jr., who has led the Gospel
Choir for the past six years. ;
Wright says that while the concert
will probably be emotional, he hopes
that it will be "a celebration of a
relationship."
"It's not a group of students just
singing any more," be said from
Columbus last Thursday. They've
become a real motivating factor on
the campus."
Under Wright's leadership, the
choir has grown from 12 students to
86 Wooster students, staff and com
munity members. Last year the choir
was one of 16 groups chosen to perform at the Martin Luther King Day
six-ye- ar

Celebration- - in

tlantaStudentsr

have received college credit for their
participation in the Gospel Choir
since 1988.
Wright said the decision to resign
was prompted hy his recent promo
tion to program director of Columbus Alvis House, a halfway house
for criminal offenders where be has
worked for several years. During
that time, he has commuted once a
week to Wooster to rehearse the
Gospel Choir.
Commenting on Wright's resignation, Jack Gallagher, chair of
Wooster's music department, said
the department was "grateful for the
contributions and enthusiastic leadership ofWillie Wright, under whose
direction during the past six years
the ensemble has grown greatly in
size and visibility..."

Poetry Reading
1992 GLCA New
Writer Award
Winner for Poetry

S

S

Hjttip

Mary Stewart
Hammond
Wednesday,

April 14

Lean Lecture Room

7:00p.m.

Reception
following

liSPQSMial
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Summertime: Baseball,
fall
Scots
beer, Boston and the Babe wooster loses
Boston Perspective . . .
Babe Ruth and other cur-abreligious ills. . .The
travesty of a city called
Pittsburgh. . .Why I can't
play baseball and how it's
mined my life. . .

T

f

le

In

But most of the time
rooting for the Red Sox is

like dating a beautiful
woman who takes you out
to dinner, dancing, wining
1

I

This week marks the true
beginning ofsummer opening week. Baseball, hot dogs,

& dining and then you go
to give herakiss goodnight
and she suddenly gags and
turns into a pumpkin. You
see, Cinderella had until

midnight and then the

beer, television, pennant
races and, if you're a Red
Sox tan like I am, a good deal

magic was over.
I
Chief Stiff Writer
The Red Sox, likewise.
have until September and
of heavy sedatives to kill the inevi- then it all falls apart.
On afew rare occasions they actutable pain.
There are very few faithful like ally have made it to October. . .well
Fenway faithful. I think the old saythose are the truly awful moments, the
kind that test men's souls, the kind
ing goes, "few things bring people
that require the really good drugs to
together like disaster." As the season
opened. Father Guido Sarducci survive.
But enough about Boston. I could
blessed the old park and exorcised the
curse of the Bambino once and for alL talk forever about Boston, kind oflike
Ah, yes, it has been over eighty years some people go on forever about Pittssince the Red Sox sold The Babe to burgh and the question I ask is. Why?
the Yankees for a song and ever since The Pirates. . .Yeah, have they learned
then Boston has been subjected to from their little cocaine experience?
clouds of misery and defeat and the What about the NLCS? I wrote a
letter to the Pirates' management afuncontrollable wailing of what might
ter that senseless excuse for a ninth
have been.
inning:
Or maybe I'm being a little melo
Dear Jim Levland.
dramatic. The Babe was after all a
2SQitti&D&itx&frtti&V&:-- t Whit the hell were ybulruhking?'
more venereal diseases than the At- - Ray Charles could have seen that
lartfa Gem Research Laboratory. Bat Drabek couldn t put the ball over the
because of that fateful day so long plate in the ninth. That's it, Leyland,
ago the Yankees have gone on to you're finished. I had money on that
game and I'm not alone. We'll settle
become arguably the best sports franchise in American history while the this score another time but until then
Red Sox gone on to become. . .the be very careful to not eat or drink
anything you haven't personally had
Red Sox.
It's hard to elicit sympathy though tested by one of your small serving
from people in Ohio or Illinois or boys. -- JGJ.
But I should talk. I can't play the
anyone else who roots for a team like
the Indians or Cubs but, though my game to save my life and have
been relegated to catcher on the
heart goes out to them, they just do not
Xi Chi softball team. lean throw and
know the pain and agony of rooting
I actually can catch but I can't hit the
for the Boston Red Sox.
Being a Red Sox fan is kind oflike damn ball to save my life. In little
league I was the only centerfielder in
going to a pizza store, ordering pizza,
the league to be DH'd for. It was a
sitting in the booth smelling pizza,
seeing other people get pizza, and brutal moment in my life and probthen getting served a plate of ably had an adverse effect on me since
it occured during those formative
liverwursL For example, last season
years.
league
up
the
when the Red Sox stunk
Now figure in that I've spent a
and finished in last place it was okay.
Wedidn'texpeaanvthing, they didn't lifetime rooting for the Boston Red
give us anything and everyone went Sox and you can see that a lifetime
spent pursuing, shall we say,
home feeling only vaguely empty.
healthy
someone
It's kind of like daring
pasttime.
from the Human PotentialWomen's
Evenifk'sncttrienationalpasttime.
Right's movement.
;

re-cen-

altema-trrcrealities,isactuaUyaf-

Weekend In Wooster Athletics:

Women's Tennis vs. Allegheny
Baseball at Malone 3:00

-

- 3:30

flftnesfl at 12:00 at Lake Forest. (Chicago)
Women's Lacrosse vs. Ohio Wesleyan at 1 1 :00
Golf: The Wooster Invitational all day
Men's Tennis at Oberlin: The GLCA Tournament
Mon'e

I

-

Sunday:

Men's Lacrosse at Northwood Institute

,

to arch rival Kenyon

MEN'S TENNIS
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor

0

The Wooster men's tennis team
completed it s rain suspended match
against Kenyon on Tuesday by drop-

ping two of the three doubles
matches.
dropWooster lost the match
6-- 3,

ping to

4--

overall,

5

0-- 1

in

tbeconference.
The Scots only win came at second doubles, where junior Jason
Gindele and sophomore David
Hindle prevailed in three sets.
After taking the first set 6-- they
dropped the second set in a
tiebreaker. Even though the match
had already been decided, Gindele
and Hindle maintained their focus
to take the final set 6-When asked how they maintained
their ecus in the secc and third
sets knowing the match was already
decided, Gindele said "We looked
over and saw who we were playing,
and said there was no way that we
were going to lose."
At first doubles junior James
Weaver and first year Ward Fisher
were never able to get into their
match, falling 6-- 6-At third doubles junior Mike
O 'Regan and sophomore Peter
James played their best doubles as a
6-- 4.
The duo
team, but still lost
fell to
The loss to Kenyon was a disappointing one for the Scots, who were-- '
hoping to upset the defending conference champions.
But the number two player for the
Scots, first-yeJohan Nyblum, is
out with an injury. Wooster has not
played one match this season where
their entire lineup has been completely intact
On Saturday, the Scots traveled
to Rochester, where they were easThe Scots hoped to
ily beaten
be competitive against the strong
Div. m foe, but were completely ov
ermatcbed.
The lone victory of the day came
at number one doubles, where
Weaver and Fisher defeated a nati6--2.
onally-ranked
The
team
fast indoor surface was advantageous to the duos power game.
Of the other eight matches.the
Scots were only competitive in two
of them.
At second singles, James played
his best tennis in several matches,
but was unable to hold leads in both
sets. James fell to the nationally
5
in a
ranked player
long two hour match.
At six singles, O'Regan played
well "but was eventaarly over-- 1

photo by NEWS SERVICES

Junior number three player James Weaver, shown hitting a forehand,
is off to a 3 start in singles.
-
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easily to Univ. of
Rocester, N.Y.;
completes halted
Kenyon match

--

ffThis
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;
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Dhoto bv NEWS SERVICES

Sophomore Peter James, playing number two singles for the Scots, b
looking for his first win (0-- since moving to the second spot
2)

whelmed by the strong serve of his
opponent. After taking the first set
O'Regan dropped the last two
7-- 5,
6-2.6-

-3.

Gindele dropped the first nine
games of the match to the 12th
ranked player in the country, David
Wesley. But Gindele did not give
up, giving Wesley all he could
handle before eventually falling
6-0.6-

-4.

At three singles, Weaver was
beaten by a better player. Weaver
had a five match winning streak
broken, losing 6-- 6-Fisher ras never in iris match at
2,

3.

four singles, losing easily 6-- 6-And at five singles, Hindle stayed
competitive but was unable to
handle the strong serves and return
of serves of his opponent, falling
2,

1.

6-3,6-

-1.

The Scots will be looking to rebound from two straightdefeats this
weekend when they travel io Oberlin

for the Great Lakes Tournament.
This tournament matches the top
teams in the region.
Following this will be the Scots
first home match. Wooster hosts
Ohio Wesleyan on Monday, April

12."

'

r
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Golf team finishes third in
Muskingum Invitational

Fighting Scot Notebook
i4?r7 7993
br

it?

wee&

ettftig

women's lacrosse

5,

first-yea- rs

The Fighting Scot women's lacrosse
team got beck on the winning track
4.
yesterday by defeating Earlham
on
take
overall,
The Scots, 2
Ohio Wesleyan at home tomorrow in
another NCAC matchup.
Individually for the Scots, sopho-mor- c
Meg Wood and senior Tammy
Barnes lead the way with 11 goals
each. Junior Shannon Burke is next
with six goals, followed by first-yeLiz Conrad with three goals and one
assist.
16-1-

men's lacrosse
Five members of the Scots men's
lacrosse team are from St. Ignatius
FIjgh Schcci: junior Bob Coma, sopho- -

ar

100-met- er

got

2--

ar

April 4
Eaglesticks Golf Course, Zanesville, Ohio
3--

sprinter Damon Holmes
dash
finished first in the
dash at the Ken yon
and the
Invitational on Saturday.
First-ye-

200-met-

Nye's coflegiaie golf
debut was a memorable one. Playing
at the Muskingum Invitational over
First-yearGa-

Muskingum Golf Invitational

track and field

more Henry Curtis, and
Todd Seyler, Mark Baker, and Jeff
Shemo.

er

OHIO WESLEYAN

599

OTTERBFJN

618

WITTENBERG

619

WOOSTER

620

MOUNT UNION

633

WAYNESBURG

642

MUSKINGUM

647

ry

men's tennis
Junior James Weaver and first-yeWard Fisher are 1 at No. 1
doubles and 6--2 overall. Sophomore
Peter James has moved into second

the weekend, Nye was disqualified
for signing the incorrect scorecard,
but he made up for it by firing a
70.
tournament-bes- t

ar

3--

Johan

baseball

singles due to
Nyblom's injury.

Senior John Rams jo's strong start
earned him North Coast Athletic Conference Pitcher of the Week honors.
Ramsier is 1 with a 229 ERA.

(Compiled by The Wooster Voice
Sports Department with information
provided by the Sports Information
Office. College of Wooster News

4--

first-ye- ar

BALDWIN-WALLAC-

Uptown
Downtown
Thrift
Boutique

Raising a stick in victory

64S

E

KENYON

660

CAPITAL

663

OHIO NORTHERN

669

DENISON

671

MARIETTA

692

250 West North St.

Wooster

262-97-35

Specializing! in designer

labels ana jewelry:

- Forenza

--- Banana Republic
GAP
-- J. Crew
-L-

'

'

y

ft
Ji

-

I.

MARK HUGH
Sports Writer

p4 '!;V

2-un-

The Wooster golf team began its
season by traveling to Eaglesticks Golf
Course in Zanesville, Ohio to compete in the Muskingum Golf Invitational.
Wooster was one of thirteen teams
to compete in this two day tourna-

X-Bean

wiik ulee&oms UNDER S10.00

The

ment which also featured Ohio

Wooster

J.

Voice

Wesleyan, Wittenberg, Kenyonand
Denison, all familiar foes from the

NCAC

c-2-370

photo by PAUL BORDEN

SeniorTammy Barnes races downfield in Wooster's 16--9 loss at the
hands of Kenyon last Thursday. Despite the loss to Kenyon, the
Fighting Scots Women's Lacrosse team has equalled last year's win
total, already having won two games.

CT,ASSTFTED
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING

1988 Reliant Wagon. No
rust, A- -l condition. Air,
power everything, cruise,
stereo cassette, tilt. 96k,

Prof. Calhoun,

$2500.
x2395 or

264-485-

7.

2-ov-

er

all second place finish.
During the first day of the tournament the Scots played well enough to
t?Vf. the lead into the clubhouse and
begin the next day's round looking to
bury the rest of the field, but Nye was
disqulaified for failing to sign the
scorecard correctly and the Scots lost
their advantage.
The next day was a different story
for young Nye. Nye more than made

OhioWesleyan-599- .

Nex t up for the Scots is the Wooster
Invitational played right here at school
course and the local country club.
This invitational fields an impressive
field of 1 8 teams including such golfing power houses as Slippery Rock

University and West Virginia
Wesleyan.
The Scots should definitely have
the home course advantage, because
many of the teams will not be used to
the tight holes and the small treacherous greens that Boles course will offer. Look for the team to finish in the
top five once again.

Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer

and Career employment avanaDic
I

No experience necessary.

For employment program call
1-206-6-

mostly on interstate.

world
Earn S2T000month
travel (Hawaii. Mexico, the

der

8,

After last season's incredible finish
the team had high hopes of getting the
season off to a good start, but a misplayer Gary
take made by first-yeNye may have cost the team an overar

The Wooster Voice is now
accepting applications for the
1993-9- 4
staff.
Positions available include
Assistant Editor, Managing
Editor, Business Manager,
Advertising Manager, Production Manager, Chief Staff
Writer, News Editor, Feature
Editor, A & E Editor, Sports
writers, Photo Editor, Cartoonists, Columnists, Copy
Editors, Circulation Manager,
and Staff Writers. Other positions are also available.
Please submit cover letter
and resume to Judy Nichols
by Friday, April 16.
at
should be
questions
Any
Nichols
at
Judy
referred to
ext. 3862.

up for his mistake by shooting a incredible comeback score of
par to help the Scots get back into
contention.
Nye wasn't the only Scot to have a
good day Don Miskch came in
par. and, team leaders Randy Pitts
and Darrin Schubert both played good
consistent golf. However, the Scots
were not able tocatch Ohio Wesleyan,
which blew the field away.
The Scots ended the tournament in
fourth place with a total of 620 behind
and
Wittenberg- - 619, Ouerbein-61-

34-0468

exL C556Z.

Are you looking for a fun and challenging position? The Lowry
Center Director's Office may have the job for you!!
We are looking for someone with knowledge of general office
procedures and computer skills to be our Office Assistant
Please stop by the office on the Lowry Center main floor and pick up
an application if you would like to talk with us about this position.
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Men's lacrosse drops to
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor

goal was scored by sophomore
midfielder Jeff Bowling who was
assisted by senior midfielder Tate

LAUREN COHEN

McCoy.

Editor-in-chi- ef

.

Often coaches attempt to schedule tougher opponents early in the
season in an effort to better their
team. The rule goes that if a team
plays better competition, die better
the team becomes. This is precisely
the strategy that Woosier men's lacrosse Head Coach Tim Clark has
tried to employ this year

Clark has purposely scheduled
tough opponents for the Fighting
Scots early this season. Having already played two Division I teams
(Ohio State and Butler) as well as
two nationally ranked Division III
teams (Franklin and Marshall and
Ohio Wesleyan), Coach Clark says
that his team's record of 5 is not a
reflection of his team's playing ability.
The record is not a reflection of
our team. These games will make us
better.'' stated Coach Clark.
This week, the Scots faced two
Division III teams ranked in the top
twenty in the latest national poll.
Franklin and Marshall and Ohio
Wesleyan.
On Sunday afternoon, the Scots
were soundly defeated by the
Franklin and Marshall Diplomats by
a score of 11-At the half, the Diplomats led the
Wooster's lone
Fighting Scots
2--

6.

9-- 1.

Syracuse

Four of the five second period
Franklin and Marshall goals were
scored by first-yeattack Chris
MergardL
ar

The Scots played evenly with
Franklin and Marshall in the second
half. Three unanswered Fighting
Scot goals by Bowling (assisted by
senior attack Dave Brewster), junior
midfielder Jack Naylor (assisted by
senior attack Tom Bennett) and se-

nior midfielder John Marcinek
(unassisted) brought the score to 4
at the end of the period. But it was
too little too late , as the Scots and
Diplomats had two goals each in the
fourthperiod to set the score at 1
Scoring for Wooster in the fourth
period were McCoy and first-ye9--

1--

6.

ar

midfielder Jesse Fackert, who was
assisted by Naylor.

They had very good players. We
were down 1 after the first half.
We were too far down in the hole to
come back out," said Coach Clark,
addressing the reasons behind the
team's Saturday loss.
On Wednesday, the Scots traveled to Delaware, Ohio to take on
nationally-ranke- d
division rival Ohio
Wesleyan. The Scots have not beaten
Ohio Wesleyan since the 1982 season. This year was no different as,
the Scots were beaten by an 1
tally. Wooster was outshot 57-- 4 2by
the Bishops.
9--

after losses to Top 20 teams

2-- 5.

SeniorJay Raymond led die Scots
with three goals and an assist.
I was very pleased with our performance. We haven't scored that
many goals against Ohio Wesleyan
since the late '70's," commented
Coach Clark.
Individually, Coach Clark named
several players who have been playing well for the Scots.
"Jay RaymoncLDave Brewster,
Tate McCoy, Jesse Fackert, and
Brendan Oswald are playing very well for our team,' said
Coach Clark.
The Fighting Scots next travel to
take on Lake Forest on Saturday in
(first-yea- r)

another

non-conferen-

match-u- p.

ce

On Sunday, Wooster will travel to
Northwood Institute in another
match.
non-confere- nce

Fighting Scots
Men's Lacrosse
Schedule

r u-

O April 10 at Lake

-

.

J

-

"L '

-

--

1

'

-

Forest

at

O April 11

Trj.i

Northwood Institute

V-,-

,

.'
-

,

.-

O April 14
v Wittenberg

4:00.

18-1-

ABROAD
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photo by Paul Borden

O April 17 Denison

2:00
O April 21 Oberlin
2.-0-0

O April 24
O May 16-3- 0

at Kenyon
NCAA

Tournamem

jj

Senior midfielder Frank Knott struggles for possession in Wooster's
11-- 6 defeat at the hands of Franklin and Marshall. Wooster has now
been defeated by two Division I teams, Butler and Ohio State as well
Division HI opponents; Franklin and
as two nationally-ranke- d
Marshall and Ohio Wesleyan. The Fighting Scots' next borne game
wiU be held on April 14 at 4:00 pjn. against Wittenberg University
from Springfield.

Scots extend win streak to four
CHRIS MACKY
Sports Writer

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...

The College of Wooster women's
tennis team extended its win streak to
four matches by defeating Makne

College seven games to two on
AFRICA AUSTRALIA CZECH REPUBLIC
FRANCE GERMANY HUNGARY
ENGLAND
ISRAEL ITALY POLAND - SPAIN
Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language
SU Credit
Field TripsTraveling Seminars
Internships
Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
Home Or Apartment Placements

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-417- 0
1-800-23-

5-3472

m iinr

Wednesday afternoon.
According lo Wooster Coach Chris
Hart, although Malone "has improved
tremendously since last season,' they
were little challenge to the rolling
Fighting Scot women.

Coach Hart was pleased with

everyone's play on Wednesday, but

she specifically noted that "Liz
Richards, Gina Castro and Jill
Chokey played very well in their
singles matches."
Richards blanked Malone's Theresa
0
Smith
at first singles; both
Castro and Chokey won in straight
1 and
sets as well. Castro won
6-- 2
Chokey won
at second and
fifth singles, respectively.
Andi Reinhart,
Wooster's first-yerankedfourth, and Gab Wilson, ranked
sixth, enjoyed easy vicotries by the
6-6-- 1 and
respec-tivelscores of
Emily Fortney surrendered
6-- 0,

6--

6-- 2,

6--

6-- 1,

ar

6-- 0,

6-- 0,

0,

SPORTS CMALLMGE

y.

Wooster's only loss in singles play
Deb
3 to Malone's
Moyer.
Wooster's second loss of the match
came at third doubles where Reinhart
and Allison McDowell lost to Moyer
and Renee Snyder 4, 7-The Woosterwomen won in straight

6-- 3,

third-rank-

6--

6--

ed

5.

sets at the other two positions;
Richards and Clastro, ranked fast, won
6--0
6-while Fortney and Chokey,
ranked second, won 6-4,

2,

6-- 2.

The Wooster women's tennis
team'srecord now stands at(7-- 3 over-

all,

This record will be
tested on Friday when Wooster hosts
Allegheny (3cJkge in the North Coast
Athletic Conference opener.
0-ONCA-

C).

Interested in sports related
campus employment?

This week's question is:

Which NHL franchise has sold the most team paraphernalia during
the fast two years?
Each week the Sports Editors offer you, tiVs reader, theopportunity to win
$5. All you to do is be the first to call the Voice office at x2598 with the
correct answer, and you win the cash prize. Leave a message if nobody
answers. Todd Anderson won the April2 challengeby cornxtlykientifying
George Brett.
-

AoDlications to work in the PEC

Equipment Room for the

1993-9- 4

academic year are available at the
PEC Equjptment Room window.
Applications are due April 21,

"
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Scots sweep CWRU in weekend series
MKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor

V

r-

April 9, 1993

-

BASEBALL

This past weekend theFighting Scot
baseball team (11-broke out their
brooms as they swept their three game
home stand against Case Western
Reserve University. Head Coach Tim
Peoorini's Scots defeated Case on
Saturday by scores of 0 and 16-On Sunday, Wooster again downed
the Spartans, this time by a score of 5
5)

4--

3.

6--

Kt4

1

We needed three wins badly. We
are playing just well enough to win,"
said Pettorini.
Thanks to an outstanding pitching
performance by senior John Ramsier,

Of

the Scots blanked the Spartans.
Ramsier went the distance, allowing
only two hits, to record his fourth win
of the season.
been good to see a senior
(Ramsier) step forward for our team,"
stated Pettorini.
Wooster started the scoring in the
third inning on an RBI single by first-yeoutfielder Todd Urban which
plated sophomore second baseman
JiraWarga. The Scots added to their
lead in the fifth as senior catcher Mark
McKinney belted a two out bomer to
straight-awa-y
centerfield. Wooster
added two insurance runs in the sixth
on a three base hit by Urban which

CD

It's

U
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scored junior centerfielder John

RESULTS
O MEN'S LACROSSE

F&Mll,Wooster6

OWU 18, Wooster 11

O BASEBALL
Wooster 4, Case 0
Wooster 16, Case 3
Wooster 6, Case 5
Wooster 19, Walsh 6

O WOMEN'S TENNIS
Wooster 7, Malone 2

O MEN'S TENNIS
Rochester 6, Wooster 3
O GOLF
Wooster 3rd at Muskingum

Tomlinson who reached on an error.
Urban scored Wooster 's final run on
a sacrifice fly to left by senior third
baseman Erik Hagen.
In the second game of the double-head- er
the Scots put on a hitting display in routing the Spartans. Wooster
used a it barrage lo take the day's
final game. The game began with a
shaky start by junior pitcher Brett
Beech who gave up two quick runs to
Case in the first inning. Beech settled
down and the Scots gave him lots of
offensive support in the third inning
when they scored seven runs off seven
hits. From that point Wooster coasted
toaneasv win.
14-h-

Having an outstanding game at the
plate for the Scots was junior first
baseman Chris Cingolani. He went 2--3
including six RBI's, four of which
came on a fifth inning grand slam.
Also in the game. Beech upped his
season record to 1.
The Scots completed the weekend
sweep of the Spartans with a 5 win
on Sunday afternoon at Art Murray
Field. Junior John Ramby picked up
3--

6--

his second win of the season in
Sunday's contest.
We are not very happy with our
performance so far this season," said
Pettorini. "We have a lot of improving to da"
The Scots picked up their eleventh
game of the season on Wednesday
afternoon by trouncing Walsh College by a 19-- 6 score. Four Scots,
senior outfielder Matt Yates, sopho-

more outfielder Terry Cladis,

Cingolani, and Urban all hit home
runs in the Scots win.
Pettorini said, "Jim Warga, Matt
Vincler, and Todd Urban are playing
well for us. I am very happy with the
way Urban has stepped forward. He's
going to be a real good player for us."
Today, the Scots play at Malone
College.
"Malone has a very good team.
They are 14-They are the
team in Ohio right now,"
finished Pettorini.
1.

top-rarikedN-

"Geronimo Pefia
a jalepeDo."

b as hot as

On Monday night, the University of North Carolina picked up its first NCAA basketball championship in 1 1 yead
against the University of Mir hi can TVtllnwin a nrr cnm inlmctini forte gfvtiit tho hictnv nfMnrth Pinnli'nii KnrU.iknlll

Michael Jordan graduated from UNC in 1985 with a degree in Geography.
North Carolina has won more games than any other school in NCAA Div.I history.
Senior George Lynch weighed only three pounds at birth.
North Carolina has won an unprecedented 11 ACC title under coach Dean Smith.
North Carolina presently has 11 alumni playing on NBa teams.
Three former Tar Heels are currently NBA head coaches.

Track and field prepares for season's end
PAUL KINNEY
Sports Writer
For the second week in a row, the
College of Wooster's men's and
women's track teams competed in
miserably cold, early spring conditions, but nonetheless chalked up
some notable individual performances in ameet at
-

1993-9- 4

season

non-scori- ng

Kenyon.

Other teams competing included
Ohio Wesleyan, Walsh, Defiance,
Bethany, and Denison's women's
team.

wins on the day for the Scots.
Gallagher posted a victory in the
triple jump
and grabbed a
second place finish as well in the
javelin (153-1- ).
Kelley, back in competition after
missing the cross country and indoor track seasons due to injury, ran
an impressive early season time of
1 38.7 in the 800 meter run to finish
first in the event
In addition to their outstanding
feat in the 200, the trio of Holmes.
Hawes and Bower won the 4x100
relay with the help of sophomore
Pieter Salverda. The foursome finished the race in a speedy43.6 sec-

First-yeDamon Holmes had a
big day for the men's team as the
sprinter raced to first place in the 100 onds.
Also turning in fine performances
meter dash ( 1 1 2) and spearheaded a
Wooster sweep of the 200 meter for the men were seniors Steve
dash (23.0). Placing right behind McMillan and Dan Dickey , each man
picking up a second place finish in
Holmes in the 200 were sophomore
Dan Hawes (23.2) and junior Dave the 3000 meter steeplechase
(1&24.9) and 800 (2.01.4) respecBower (23 J).
tively: junior Scoa Danison, second
Seniors Brian Gallagher and Jain the discus (132-10- );
senior Alaric
son KeUey also picked up individual
ar

SportsCenter commentator
Keith Olbermann on the St
Louis Cardinals' second
baseman's quick start to the

Senior outfielder Matt Yates prepares to hit the ball against Case
Western over the weekend; The Scots swept the three gam serfes with,
the Spartans.

North Carolina basketball quick facts

(41-4.2- 5)

QUOTE OF
THE WEEK
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photo by PAUL BORDEN

Van Dam, third in the pole vault (11-0- );
and junior Wayne Davis, third in
the shot put (39-8- ).
The foursome of Dickey, senior
Jason Hudson, first years Mike
Wentzel and Joe Kostakis rounded
things out with a third place finish in
the 4x400 relay (3:40).
Individually, the women's team
was led by senior Barbie Thompson,
who placed second in the 400 (623)
andjunior Susan Roberts, who pulled
off a second place showing in the
3000 meter run with a career-be- st
time of 1 1:27.8.
Juniors Emily Moorefield and
Claire Roberts went 4 in the 800
with respective times of 2:22.2 and
2:25.2, while seniors Krista Hicks
and Tammy Berger were third
),
and fifth
respectively, in the long jump.
Sophomore Amy Emmons and
senior Kristen Rogers went 5 in
),
the discus (98-- 9 and
and
first year Melia Arnold cruised to.

third place in the 100 hurdles
(17.6)for the Scots.
The foursome of Hicks, Berger,
junior Aphrille Andrews, and Arnold
finished a close second in the 4x100
relay to OWU in 52.7, just three-tentof a second out of first.
Senior Marya Cross and first year
Adrienne Vredenburg teamed-u- p
with Moorefield and Thompson to
capture third in the 4x400 relay with
a time of 420 to close out the day for
the Scots.
"Overall, I was very pleased, especially for this early in the season,"
said head coach Dennis Rice. Tm
looking forward to this week's meet
at Akron. We'll see a la of good
competition there, and that will give
us a good indicator of where we
hs

3--

(15-4.7- 5)

stand.14

(15-025-

4--

97-8.5-

.

The Fighting Scot men's and
women's track teams will compete
this Friday and Saturday in the Akron Invitational at the University of
Akron.
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